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What do you do for your health?
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Oral Health Matters

- Daily Brushing & Flossing
- Regular Dental Cleanings
- Regular Dental Checkups
- Limiting sugary foods
- No ice-chewing

Wait! You may be forgetting something!

Oral Health Matters
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Dental restorations can affect your overall and oral health

Do you have any of these?

- Dentures
- Crowns
- Bridges
- Veneers
- Implants
- Orthodontic Appliances

What’s In Your Mouth Matters
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The Deal on Dental Restorations

Who makes them?  
哈利 dentals laboratory technician

Where are they made?  
哈利 dentals laboratory

Americans spend $7 billion annually on dental restorations
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It is important to know what materials are in your dental restoration because improper materials, such as lead, may cause complications.

Low biocompatibility
Allergic reaction
Tissue wasting
Severe pain
Gum loss
Infection
Inability to eat
Loss of work

What’s the worst that could happen?
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The *Scary* Truth

🗹 In America, most states set no minimum standards for persons to be employed as dental technicians.

🗹 Domestic dental labs remain unregulated in more than 40 states.

This photo is from an actual, unregulated dental lab featured in a news report.

Why is this acceptable?
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CDTs

- Certified Dental Technicians are certified by the National Board for Certification in Dental Laboratory Technology (NBC).
- This is the only voluntary certification program for dental laboratory technicians recognized by the American Dental Association.

CDLs

- The NBC also certifies all Certified Dental Laboratories (CDLs).

Standards DO Exist
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Only four states in the U.S. require either certification or continuing education for dental technicians.

Certifications Are NOT Mandatory
It’s time to raise the standard for dental restorations.
Ask your dentist...

- Do you use a Certified Dental Technician for your laboratory work?
- Is the laboratory you work with certified and by whom?
- Where is your dental laboratory located?
- What materials are in the restorations you are prescribing for my treatment plan?

Connect with NADL!

“What’s in YOUR Mouth?”
Get connected & keep the conversation going
- “Like” WIYM on Facebook for the latest on oral health care.
  www.facebook.com/WIYM.NADL
- Visit our YouTube channel for exciting videos about issues facing the dental laboratory profession.
  www.youtube.com/user/WIYMcampaign
- Take it to Twitter to receive current news on dental restoration standards.
  www.twitter.com/WIYM_NADL
- We’re on Pinterest too! View pictures of dental laboratories, technicians, restorations and more.
  www.pinterest.com/wiymcampaign

NADL Offices
Address 325 John Knox Rd #1103 • Tallahassee, Florida 32303
Phone (850) 950-1150  Fax (850) 222-0053
Email nald@nald.org

How You Can Help
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**Mission** | NADL aggressively advances the dental laboratory technology industry and its members through advocacy, education, standards and services.

**Vision** | NADL is the dental laboratory industry’s respected authority, delivering the highest standards to ensure our members are viewed as valued professionals on the dental health team.

NADL: Enhancing Patient Safety
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